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Delius is an English composer who developed his own style of “Impressionistic” music. His works 

show a finesse for using orchestral sounds to paint pictures, create scenes and evoke moods. 

In 1884, at the age of 22, Delius was sent by his father to manage a hundred-acre orange 

plantation in Jacksonville, Florida. Though completely unsuccessful as a plantation manager, Delius 

began successfully supporting himself as a musician, and this led to his father to allowing Delius to 

pursue studies at the Leipzig Conservatory and follow a career as a musician. 

While at the Leipzig Conservatory Delius met Grieg, whose influence and Lyric Suite may have 

inspired the realization of the Florida Suite.  

Just as Dvorak responded to the new cultural stimuli and surroundings of the “New World,” Delius 

also imparted the flavors of his Florida experience in the work he would dedicate “To the people of 

Florida.” 

The work is in four movements, creating a typical symphonic structure while offering four distinct 

scenes of Florida life as encapsulated in the span of one day. We begin with “Daybreak” which 

opens with an instantly-recognizable picture of a sunrise over sleepy groves of trees. Ripples and 

shimmers of sound build as the morning proceeds and gains vigor. The second movement called 

“By the River” lives up to its name: gentle horn calls create a sense of distance and music floating 

across an expanse of water. Suggestions of nature, birds and pastoral imagery all appear in 

graceful melodies.  The third movement “Sunset” begins evocatively but moves quickly into a 

dance capturing the spirited energies of the people. “At Night,” the final movement, opens with a 

lone oboe tune, suggesting a human voice singing in the distance.  A quartet of four horns evoke 

the distant sounds of workers singing a spiritual. The piece ends with an instruction of “tranquillo” 

as the night fades into distant memory. Delius is a master of painting these scenes and evoking 

imagery through sounds.  

Delius had a chance to hear this work performed once by a restaurant orchestra in 1888, after 

which Delius made some revisions and then put the work aside. It was the British conductor Sir 

Thomas Beecham who salvaged the work from potential obscurity with his true “world premiere” of 

the suite in 1937, three years after Delius’ death.  

The NSO will perform the Florida Suite in its entirety on November 15, 2015. This will be the 

Chicagoland premiere of this Delius masterwork. This performance is made possible in part by 

Delius Trust. 

 


